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Abstract. Frictional forces inside the joints of mobile robots hurt robot operation's 

stability and positioning accuracy. Therefore, establishing a suitable friction force 

compensation model has been a hot research topic in robotics. To explore the robot joint 

friction compensation model, three friction compensation models: linear, nonlinear, and 

neural network models, are developed in this paper. Based on the deep learning 

algorithm for three models at low speed, high speed, acceleration, and uniform speed 

training test, respectively results have been obtained. The test results show that the best 

friction compensation effect comes from combining neural network models in 

acceleration and a consistent speed state way. The friction compensation model trained 

this way yielded superior results to the other combinations tested. Finally, using the 

method, a friction compensation model trained by adding a neural network to the 

feedforward control torque was tested on a four-wheeled mobile robot platform. The test 

results show that the relative error of the torque caused by the friction of each joint is 

reduced by 15%-75% in 8 groups of tests, which indicates that our friction compensation 

method has a positive effect on improving the accuracy of the joint torque. 

Key words: Deep Learning, Mobile robot joint, Friction compensation, Neural 

network 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The presence of friction, especially nonlinear friction, can cause tracking errors, 

hysteretic motion, and limit-loop oscillations in industrial robots during low-speed, high-

precision operation, affecting the smoothness of robot motion and reducing control 

accuracy [1]. Therefore, to improve the motion accuracy of mobile robots, it is necessary 

to study and analyze the frictional forces generated by the joints during industrial robot 

operation and implement compensation. The research on the analysis and settlement of 

frictional forces of industrial robot joints has become a hot research subject in the field of 
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the industrial robot [2], which has significant application value for improving the operation 

precision of industrial robot operation and overall performance. 

A friction phenomenon between the joints of industrial robots is more complex, both 

sliding friction and rolling friction. Establishing a suitable friction model is the mainstream 

approach in current academia. Some empirical friction models have been proposed to 

compensate for the friction of robot joints. According to whether differential equations can 

describe the friction phenomena, there are static and dynamic friction models [3]. 

In the past, the linear and nonlinear viscous friction models appeared and were often 

used together with the Coulomb friction model, giving the Coulomb+Viscous model [4], 

on which Virgala et al. [5] introduced static friction to obtain the static friction + Coulomb 

+ Viscous friction model. The common point in the above classical friction models is that 

the linear relationship between velocity and sliding friction and the interconversion 

between dynamic and static friction is carried out discretely. Richard et al. [6] proposed an 

exponential model to describe the phenomenon in 2007, which was later compensated by 

Nikfar et al. [7], an improved Stribeck friction model, in which the speed dependence of 

friction force was added. Keck et al. [8] studied the elastoplastic friction model parameter 

identification process, whereby a friction compensator was developed to estimate the state 

of the elastoplastic friction model. Beerens et al. [9] proposed a reset integrator control 

strategy to achieve robust global asymptotic stability for set points with unknown static 

friction. Marek Wojtyra [10] discussed the joint friction of a multi-body system with a 

closed-loop kinematic chain and solved the issue of uniqueness and high parameter 

sensitivity of the kinematic equation in a static friction zone. 

Although the static friction force compensation model has the characteristics of a 

simple mathematical model structure and easy identification of parameters, it has a limited 

effect on improving the system performance. 

Therefore, researchers have studied the dynamic friction model. Lampaert et al. [11] 

designed a dynamic friction model suitable for control purposes, which predicts the 

Stribeck effect and properties such as friction hysteresis, transition behavior, and 

disengagement forces. Xu et al. [12] proposed a friction compensation strategy based on 

robust adaptive control (ARC), which can guarantee the transient performance and final 

tracking accuracy of the mechanism in nonlinear dynamic friction scenarios. Joanna et al. 

[13] proposed a method to identify LuGre kinetic friction parameters that can significantly 

reduce trajectory tracking errors. The scholar Swevers [14] proposed the Leuven model to 

describe the hysteresis phenomenon more adequately, which is more accurate than the 

LuGre model, but recognizing the parameters of the model is more complicated. In addition, 

Lee et al. [15] proposed a new dynamic friction compensation technique that utilizes a PD 

control system and observer-based self-adaptive evaluation of friction to enhance the 

performance of tracking for motion control effectively. Maged et al. [16] proposed a 

physically motivated friction model that can be integrated quickly and smoothly into 

classic dynamic friction models such as LuGre and GMS. Piasek et al. [17] designed a 

method to identify LuGre's static and dynamic friction parameters and proved by 

experiments that the compensation of the dynamic friction model dramatically reduces the 

trajectory tracking error. Isaac et al. [18] designed the IDA-PBC friction compensation 

method of the LuGre model integrated to enhance the controller performance of the 

underactuated mechanical system at low speed. These have been meaningful explorations, 

but the dynamic friction compensation model in practical applications is still complex and 

challenging to identify parameters. 
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In recent years, some scholars have started using neural networks to study friction 

compensation. Ciliz et al. [19] proposed a friction compensation strategy based on the 

Coulomb and viscosity models, applying a neural network to predict the magnitude of 

friction. Doan et al. [20] disclosed a self-adaptation control system for robot operation 

using artificial neural networks for error compensation, which can compensate for 

unmodeled friction parts. Grami et al. [21] applied a neural network algorithm model to 

estimate the friction inside the robot joint and realized the estimated friction in the actual 

friction compensation. In addition, Yen et al. [22] designed a robust self-adaptable control 

approach with a fuzzy wavelet neural network system, which can reduce friction, external 

disturbance error and parameter variation and achieve a better control effect. Ali et al. [23] 

designed a control algorithm that combines FIT-SMC, RED and FFNN estimators, making 

the model-based friction compensation of the multi-degree-of-freedom robot system 

effective. Similarly, Wei et al. [24] disclosed an adaptive RBF neural network algorithm, 

which can reduce the influence of nonlinear and uncertain parts in the system on 

performance. Experimental results show that the jitter problem inherent to the sliding mode 

controller is also suppressed. 

Because of the beneficial effects of deep learning algorithms in dealing with nonlinear 

and uncertain friction compensation, we decided to explore and study robot joint friction 

compensation in this direction. We establish linear, nonlinear, and neural network models 

and use deep learning algorithms to train them in four states: high speed, low speed, 

acceleration, and uniform speed. The conclusion shows that the neural network model has 

the best training effect under acceleration and consistent pace and is more suitable for robot 

joint friction compensation. The deep learning process we study allows automatic friction 

compensation to be applied at each mobile robot joint to obtain the best and most 

personalized friction compensation, which has practical value and improved accuracy. 

The rest of this paper has the following arrangement: Section 2 describes the friction 

compensation modeling method, and the Scheme design, data collection, and data division 

are included. Section 3 presents the experiments and discussions. Section 4 shows the 

conclusions and future works.  

2. FRICTION COMPENSATION MODELING 

2.1 Program Design 

The size of the friction in the robot joint is related to the structure, speed, load torque, 

lubrication conditions, and temperature of the robot joint. Nevmerzhitskiy et al. [25] disclosed 

the effect of temperature on friction. Bittencourt et al. [26] showed that the load significantly 

influences the friction model. Raviola, Andrea et al. [27] designed a mathematical model that 

can identify the dynamic parameters of the manipulator. Experiments show that this model 

reduces the error of the estimated joint torque of the robot. 

The nonlinear frictional forces corresponding to this friction phenomenon are generated 

on the mobile robot’s body, but direct measurement cannot obtain the corresponding 

frictional moment values. Therefore, the first task is to simplify the mobile robot dynamics 

model to get the importance of the friction moments of the robot’s joints. The mathematical 

expression of the robot’s dynamics model is shown in Fig. 1. The parameters involved are 

shown in Table 1. 
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Fig. 1 Wheel of Mobile robot motion model 

Table 1 Motion model parameters 

Parameters Description 

m1 Equivalent mass of the first rod 

me Equivalent mass of the second rod and payload 

L1 Length of first rod (wheel distance) 

Lc1 Distance to the center of the first rod equivalent mass (wheel distance) 

Lce Distance to the center of the second rod equivalent mass 

I1 Equivalent moment of inertia of the first rod 

Ie Equivalent moment of inertia of the second rod 

q1 Angle between the first rod and the horizontal axis 

q2 Angle between the first rod and second rod 

δe Angle between the second rod and the vertical axis 

 

The kinetic model relates to the friction compensation term F as shown in Eq. (1). 

        ,   M q q C q q q G q F q   (1) 

where q∈Rn is the desired coordinates of the robot in space, q̇∈Rn is the joint angular 

velocity, q ̣̈ ∈Rn is the angular acceleration of the joint, M(q)∈Rn⨉n is the robot's positive 

definite inertia matrix, C(q,q̇)∈Rn⨉n is the Coriolis force matrix, G(q)∈Rn is the 

gravitational vector, F(q̇)∈Rn is the robot joint friction,  ∈Rn is the joint input torque, and 

n represents the nth robot joint. 
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The actual compensation for the various frictional forces in the robot joints during 

motion is done in the following manner (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2 Friction compensation closed-loop control system structure 

Because the friction force includes static friction, sliding friction, viscous friction, etc., 

the influencing factors are relatively complex and have non-linear characteristics. Our 

study uses three different models to model the frictional forces: 1) a traditional linear 

mathematical model, 2) a nonlinear mathematical model and 3) a deep learning Neural 

Network model.  

2.2 Building the Model 

Three models are investigated separately: 1) linear model, 2) nonlinear model, and 3) 

Neural Network model. 

2.2.1 Traditional Friction Model: Linear Model 

The essence of the linear compensation model is to use the form of setting linear 

coefficients to realize the friction compensation by using the coefficients co-c4: 

 
0 1 2 3 4· · · ·F c c v c c T c q       (5) 

where, F is the overall friction force, v is velocity, τ the torque, T is the temperature, q is 

the position term and co-c4 are the constant (co  takes the value 1.0, c1 the value 1.2, c2 the 

value 3.6, c3  is 1.0, and c4  takes the value 4.3).  
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2.2.2 Traditional Friction Model: Nonlinear Model 

The conventional friction model can also be expressed in a nonlinear form as: 
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Here, F is the overall friction force, Fc the Coulomb force, Fbrk  the maximum static friction, 

vbrk is the maximum static friction velocity, vSt the viscous friction velocity threshold, vcoul 

the Coulomb velocity threshold, v the relative velocity and fv is the viscosity coefficient. 

2.2.3 Neural Network Model 

Because the robot joint friction has significant nonlinear characteristics, we use a neural 

network model to solve the problem of friction compensation. The input feature quantities 

of the neural network model are torque, velocity, position, temperature, etc. Its output is 

the friction force. The weights in the network are adjusted according to the loss function of 

its error magnitude to make the model converge. 

The feedforward neural network has a simple structure and is widely used. It can 

approximate any continuous function and square integrable function with any precision. 

Moreover, it can accurately implement any finite training sample set and obtain complex 

nonlinear processing capabilities. We designed a feed-forward neural network in which 

information is input from the input layer, and neurons in each layer receive inputs from the 

previous layer and output to the next layer up to the output layer. The constructed neural 

network model includes several stacked structural modules, and the number of modules 

can be changed through the programming API. Each stacking structure module consists of 

a batch normalization layer, a fully connected layer, and an activation layer (Fig. 3). 

 

Fig. 3 Deep learning algorithm model 
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A neural network consists of an input, implicit, and output layer. The number of hidden 

layers and neurons per layer is adjustable. It is worth noting that the number of different 

layers and the number of neurons per layer significantly impact the model performance. 

Thoma et al. [28] showed that feedforward neural networks with two hidden layers have 

better generalization ability than feedforward neural networks with one hidden layer. 

Too few neurons in the hidden layer can lead to underfitting, and conversely, too many 

neurons in the hidden layer may lead to overfitting. For the friction compensation model, 

the robot's friction force is a nonlinear function related to various influencing factors. The 

five input features of the friction compensation algorithm model are the position, velocity, 

theoretical torque, actual torque, and temperature of each wheel joint. The output is the 

friction force of each joint. Considering the model's fitting ability and convergence 

difficulty, the number of implied layers is three, and the number of neurons per layer is 

determined to be 5 (Fig. 4). 

 

Fig. 4 Neural Network model 

2.3 Data Preparation 

2.3.1 Data Acquisition 

The complex physical characteristics and mechanical structure inside the robot joints 

lead to frictional forces such as Coulomb friction, static friction, and viscous friction during 

the motion, and they have nonlinear characteristics. Usually, from the relative rest to the 

relative sliding between contact surfaces, according to the different main factors that 

determine the magnitude of friction, there are four stages [29], as shown in Fig. 5: 

 I stage – the contact surface elastic deformation stage; 

 II stage – the boundary lubrication stage; 

 III stage – the partial liquid lubrication stage; 

 IV stage – the whole liquid lubrication stage. 
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Fig. 5 Diagram of relationship between friction and velocity 

Factors that affect the friction need to be considered in the sampling process: 

1) When the robot joint moves, the instantaneous angular velocity change will cause 

the friction force magnitude to change accordingly. 

2) The rotation of the robot joint at different positions causes the variation of the 

friction force, which is due to the other gaps inside its joints when the rotational 

axis of the robot joint is at different positions. 

3) The motor and reducer of the target joint will cause micro-contact surface 

expansion, shrinkage and lubrication differences due to temperature changes. 

These factors make the friction change with temperature. 

4) The pressure change caused by different radial loads of the target joint causes the 

friction force to change with the change of the axial load. 

5) Different axial loads on the target joint lead to pressure variations, resulting in 

frictional force variations with axial load. 

6) The mathematical relationship of "kinetic model (theoretical torque) + 

compensation model = measured torque". 

Determination of the data collection scheme implies the following steps: 

1) Acquisition of torque values at different speeds of wheel joints. 

2) To collect the torque values of the wheel joints at different positions. 

3) Collect torque values at different temperatures of wheel joints. 

4) Based on the change of axle position, the torque data value is calculated according 

to the theoretical equation. 

5) Using sensors to measure the actual torque and calibrate the torque accuracy of 

the servo system, etc. 

The specific experimental approach was to program the mobile robot to specify eight 

different motion paths so that each joint axis of the robot moved at a different position and 

a different speed. The load, position, velocity, torque, and temperature of each joint of the 

mobile robot were recorded at sampling intervals of 4-10 ms during the eight sets of 

experiments. 29 sets of data were collected, including data for joints 1 to 4 of the robot, as 

shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Data collection 

Collection data types Number of data collected 

Sampling time 1 

Position planning value of each axis 4 

Speed planning values for each axis 4 

Theoretically calculated torque for each axis 4 

Actual torque of each axis 4 

Feedback position of each axis 4 

Feedback speed per axis 4 

Feedback torque of each axis 4 

2.3.2 Data Processing 

Before the model training, we perform the necessary processing on the collected data, 

mainly including data cleaning, classification, equalization, enhancement, etc. [30]. 

1) When data collection, as the path data of robot movement, may have the same 

group and missing data, data cleaning can ensure data integrity, uniqueness, and 

consistency. 

2) Data classification is performed in advance according to the four states of 

acceleration, uniform speed, high speed, and low speed in robot motion, which 

facilitates the corresponding neural network model. 

3) Because data acquisition cannot traverse all the motion data of robot conditions, 

data equalization can make model compensation more effective. 

4) To improve the robustness of the model, data enhancements such as positive and 

negative transformations, translational transformations, and noise addition are 

utilized on the collected data, thus enhancing the generalization capability of the 

friction compensation model. 

As the usage of the three different models implies training and testing of the models, in 

this work, 80% of the data collected render the training set, and 20% are the test set. In Fig. 

6, the orange part is the test dataset, while the blue part is the training dataset. 

 

Fig. 6 Data set partitioning 
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3. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

3.1 Model Training 

This study uses two ways of dividing the data, and two different models are trained for 

each data division: 

1) The first one is based on high or low speed and divided into low-speed and high-

speed cases (with joint speed of 200 r/min as the boundary to distinguish between 

high and low speed). 

2) The second is according to the acceleration speed rate and uniform speed case. 

(Because the acceleration and deceleration cases are similar, only the acceleration 

scenario is taken for analysis). 

First, the data set used for initializing the neural network is prepared. In this study, the 

number of neurons in the input layer is 5. The number of neurons in the output layer is 

based on the solution to the problem, i.e., the friction of the robot joints and the neural 

network is trained using the five items: position, velocity, theoretical torque, actual torque, 

and temperature of the robot joints as the input to the neural network. 

Second, the loss function when the neural network is defined during training. This study 

establishes the loss function as the following mathematical expression. 

   2loss loss X ,Y (X Y )i i i i   , (9) 

where, Xi is the neural network's practical output value, which is the forecast value, Yi is 

the true value, i denotes the number of training data. Therefore, the training goal is to reduce 

the loss value as much as possible. Finally, there is the training of the neural network. The 

exact procedure of the training is as given in Fig. 7. 

Step 1: Define the optimizer, select the optimization algorithm as well as the learning 

rate, pass all parameters of the neural network into the optimizer; define the loss function, 

which is the equation for calculating the error between the predicted and actual values of 

the neural network, and use Eq. (9) here. 

Step 2: The training data is used as the input of the neural network. The training data, 

i.e., the position, speed, theoretical torque, actual torque, and temperature values of the 

robot joints, are used to obtain the corresponding output values through the neural network. 

Step 3: The error between the output value of the neural network and the objective value, 

which is the value of the friction torque of the robot joint, is found according to the error 

calculation equation. 

Step 4: Clear the residual update parameter values from the previous iteration. 

Step 5: Error back propagation and calculation of updated parameter values.  

Step 6: Make the parameter update values imposed on the parameters of the neural 

network.  

Step 7: Determine if the present maximum iteration number is reached. If the current 

step number is less than the maximum iteration number, go to Step 2. If the current step 

number equals the maximum iteration step, then end. 
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Fig. 7 Neural network training flow chart 

In this study, the learning rate was set to 0.01, and the maximum number of iteration 

steps was set to 500 during training. The training tool uses the optimizer in PyTorch and 

the stochastic gradient descent algorithm SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent) [31]. Since 

the stochastic gradient descent algorithm uses one sample in each iteration to update the 

parameters, the training is faster, and the specific mathematical expression for parameter 

update is as follows: 

 1 θj jθ θ a loss     (10) 

where a is the learning rate, 𝜃𝑗 is the weight coefficient under the jth iteration, j is the 

number of iterations,
θloss is the gradient of the loss function. 

When the number of iterative steps reaches 500, the loss value in the training process 

tends to zero, and the training ends. The final neural network fitting results (Figs. 8-11) 
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show that the output value of the neural network and the target value are the same for a 

given velocity of the robot joint, and the fitting effect is good.  

Therefore, it is assumed that the initialized neural network has already learned the 

information about the correlation between the speed of the robot joints and the friction 

torque: 

1) By low-speed and high-speed phases 

- Low-speed phase 

 

Fig. 8 Convergence diagram of low-speed stage 

- High-speed phase 

 

Fig. 9 Convergence diagram of high-speed stage 
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2) By Acceleration and uniform phase 

- Acceleration phase: 

 

Fig. 10 Convergence diagram of the acceleration phase 

- Uniform phase: 

 

Fig. 11 Convergence diagram of uniform velocity stage 

The conclusions are that the algorithm of the friction compensation model divided by 

acceleration/deceleration/homogeneous speed converged fastest, and the algorithm 

converged between 40-150 iterations. The algorithm converged fastest in the homogeneous 

speed condition and converged after 40 iterations because the friction force in the 

homogeneous speed condition was most stable. The algorithm converges slowest in the 

low-speed case, going through two convergence processes and converging after 150 

iterations, which is due to the existence of multiple state transition processes for the friction 

inside the joint in the low-speed case, involving various stages such as elastic deformation 

stage, boundary lubrication stage, and partial liquid lubrication. 
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3.2 Training Results 

The following shows the training effects of these three modes in four different scenarios: 

high speed, low speed, acceleration and uniform speed. The training results of the linear 

model are given in Fig 12. 

    

 

 

Fig. 12 Coefficient of determination curves tested using the linear model:  

a) low-speed state, b) high-speed state, c) accelerated situation, d) uniform speed 

situation 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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The training results of the nonlinear model are presented in Fig. 13. 

 

 

Fig. 13. Coefficient of determination curves tested using the nonlinear model:  

a) low-speed state, b) high-speed state, c) accelerated situation, d) uniform speed 

situation 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Finally, the training results of the neural network model are depicted in Fig. 14. 

 

 

Fig. 14 Coefficient of determination curves tested using the Neural Network model:  

a) low-speed state, b) high-speed state, c) accelerated situation, d) uniform speed 

situation 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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The following conclusions are drawn from the results presented above: 

 The learning results of neural networks are significantly better than other 

mathematical models. 

 The model trained by the plus and uniform speed stage performs better in the test 

set than the model trained by the high and low speeds. Therefore, the combination 

of "neural network+training acceleration or homogeneous model" should be 

adopted to obtain the best friction compensation results. 

3.3 Experimental validation 

The experiment uses a four-wheeled mobile robot platform (Fig. 15) with a load 

capacity of 20 kg. The power unit drives four integrated joint modules by an industrial 

computer.  

 

Fig. 15 Mobile robot test platform 

 

Fig. 16 Mobile robot’s joint 

Each integrated joint module (Fig. 16) comprises a harmonic reducer, frameless torque 

motor, brake, incremental encoder, absolute encoder, and servo driver, which is compact 

and easy to install. By comparing the position and speed of the feedback of the two 

encoders and referring to the drive current and motor torque output, the magnitude of the 

external force on the joint where the module is located can be determined. 

The programming scheme is designed to test eight data sets in the practical application 

of mobile robots. The torque accuracy without friction compensation and with friction 

compensation is compared. The calculation method of torque relative error is Eq. 11. 
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   (11) 

Here, TS is the theoretical torque, TF is the frictional force compensation torque, TA is the 

actual feedback torque. 

In the calculation of the relative error, the data that are too small to cause the error 

explosion part of the original data have been excluded, where 𝑇𝐹  is zero before friction 

compensation. The average relative error refers to the average of the relative error of each 

joint under different paths. It is given in Fig. 17. 

 

Fig. 17 Robot joint compensation error diagram 

From the test data given in Table 3, it can be shown that the relative error δ of each joint 

of the mobile robot under eight test groups after friction compensation has been reduced to 

different degrees compared with that before compensation, and the values are concentrated 

in the range of 15% -75%. 

Table 3 Friction compensation relative error table 

Error (δ) Joint 1 Joint 2 Joint 3 Joint 4 

 A B A B A B A B 

Group 1 28% 18% 37% 15% 45% 16% 47% 24% 

Group 2 57% 21% 57% 20% 58% 19% 56% 28% 

Group 3 62% 31% 75% 24% 56% 34% 60% 32% 

Group 4 60% 35% 65% 40% 56% 28% 68% 38% 

Group 5 75% 45% 48% 20% 53% 20% 56% 27% 

Group 6 64% 37% 46% 38% 60% 41% 58% 45% 

Group 7 73% 35% 59% 24% 72% 45% 65% 35% 

Group 8 67% 24% 69% 23% 75% 45% 64% 19% 

average error 61% 31% 57% 25.5% 59% 31% 59% 31% 

*Note A is “Before friction compensation”; B is “after friction compensation” 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, to decrease the frictional force of mobile robot joints, we explore a suitable 

frictional force compensation model to give the robot joints the ability to adaptive adjust 

and improve accuracy. A friction compensation model based on deep learning is 

developed. The friction compensation model’s inputs are load, position, speed, torque, and 

temperature data, and its outputs are friction compensation values. This deep learning-

based robot joint friction recognition method can solve the problem that the existing 

friction model is not accurate and the recognition method is not precise enough. From the 

experimental results, the optimal friction compensation model is the "neural network + 

training acceleration and uniformity model", and this model can reduce the error best on 

the test set. By testing on the Four-wheel mobile robot experimental platform, the average 

relative error δ of each joint under different robot paths can reach 15% after friction 

compensation. This has practical significance for improving the accuracy of mobile robot 

joints. Future work will continue to explore the impact of the joint friction compensation 

model on mobile robot positioning accuracy. 
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